Chameleon Pens Blog Hop Project with Perfect Paper Crafting by Ilina Crouse.

Supplies:
Chameleon Pens Deluxe Set BR2- Hot cocoa, NU1-Bisque, BL3- Sky Blue, BR5 Bark, CG8 Cool
Gray, PR4 Purple Grape, OL3 Olive Green, PK3 Bubble Gum, Colorless Blender. Perfect
Papercrafting Perfect Layers Mini and cutting mat. Lili of the Valley Never too old for a hug
stamp, Neenah classic crest smooth solar white card stock, Memento Tuxedo Black ink pad,
Papertrey ink Plum Pudding and Spring Moss card stock, Stampin’ Up! Soft Sky card stock,
Papertrey ink Plum Pudding ribbon and vintage buttons, Stampin’ Up! White bakery twine,,
Studio Calico Darling Dear patterned paper pad, hobby knife.
Instructions:
One of the things I love about using Perfect Layers is that you don’t need to measure
anything, not even the starting layer.
1. Start by stamping the image on white card stock using Memento Tuxedo black ink pad.
The color it using your Chameleon pens.
•

To color the bear use the Hot Cocoa pen and infuse it with the toning medium
as follows: Head 7 sec, trunk 8 sec and for each limb 4 seconds.

•

To color the face of the girl use first Bubble Gum pen to do the cheeks (bullet
point) without infusing it, and on top of it color with Bisque pen that you are
infused with the toning medium for 9 seconds.

•

For each section of the wings use the Sky Blue pen and infuse it using the
toning medium for 5 seconds.

•

To color the bunny use the Cool Gray pen and infuse it with toning medium as
follows: head 4 sec, trunk 5 sec, limbs and ears 3 sec each.

•

To color the hair use the Bark pen and infuse with the toning medium as
follows: Pig tails – 5 sec each, bangs 3 sec for each section (3 sections total),
the back of the head – 10 sec.

•

To color the skirt and shoes use Purple Grape pen and infuse with the toning
medium as follows: each section of the skirt 3 seconds, each shoe – 3 sec.

•

To color the shirt and socks use the Green Olive pen and infuse with toning
medium as follows: shirt – 10 sec, socks 5 seconds. After I colored the shirt I
removed some color from the dots using the Colorless Blender pen and then
colored the dots with Purple grape pen.

•

To color the floor I used the Fawn pen. First outline the edge where the shadow
is darkest using the bullet point. Then color in sections by infusing the pen 6
seconds for each section and coloring from bottom to top of the floor.

After you have colored the image trim it to size. I didn’t measure it, but it’s
approximately 3” x 3”. Then cut the rest of the layers for the card. Again I didn’t
measure as I am using perfect layers mini to create the mats. I cut the Soft Sky
layer, to fit the sentiment from the stamp. The Plum Pudding layer is 4 1/8” x 5
3/8”, and the card base is white card stock measuring 4 ¼” x 11” (scored at 5 ½”)
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2. After you have prepared all your layers, you can create the mats for them. Start with
the image and adhere it on a piece of Spring Moss card stock. Then using the perfect
layers at the 1/16” mark and your hobby knife cut around the edges.
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3. Now adhere the image on white card stock and repeat the process. I like thin mats so,
I used the smallest measurement to mat my layers.
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4. Next adhere the Soft Sky layer onto white card stock and cut the layer around at
1/16”
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5. Lastly do the same thing with the green patterned paper.
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6. Now it’s time to put the card together. Adhere the patterned paper layer onto the
Plum Pudding card stock, then the soft sky one. Place the ribbon loosely and adhere
the image over using foam tape making sure you don’t adhere the ribbon with it. Tie a
bow. Thread bakery twine on the button and adhere it to the card front using glue
dots. Adhere the whole layer onto white card base. Enjoy!
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